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Jeep® CJ Full Width Axle Kits

YJ, TJ & JK Dead Pedal
M.O.R.E. has a new product for enhancing your comfort level
while driving your Jeep YJ, TJ or JK. This new easy bolt-in
Dead Pedal helps with leg fatigue that many of us get while
driving when you do not have a place to support your foot.
Powder Coated. Automatic only.

DP9706PS 
Passenger Side

 

applications. Cutting, grinding and welding required.

DP0709DS
Drivers Side 
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Jeep® Shackle Reversal Systems (S.R.S™)
to travel in a much more natural action when the spring 

when the front tire comes in contact with an obstruction, the 

rear pivot point. Reversing the pivot point to a point in front of 
the axle allows the impact to be better absorbed by the spring 

the obstacle. At higher speeds, a smoother ride and improved 
handling is noticeable, less wandering and darting are some 
other advantages.

All M.O.R.E.™ S.R.S.™ have a very important design 

reversed to behind the front axle, it will swing rearward and the 
tire will move slightly aft as the suspension compresses. Pushing 

the fender during suspension compression. This is the only 
correct way to build a reversal system. Due to the action of this 
suspension movement, the front drive shaft needs to have more 

included with instructions and several pictures.
For the do-it-yourselfers, we offer our S.R.S.™ bare steel. 

color you desire.
For the budget minded, we also offer them in Kit form. All 

slots, bending and most importantly, geometry for correct axle 
placement. All hardware is included (no powder coating or 

The following pages detail the different S.R.S.™ that 
M.O.R.E.™ offers. Please read the information completely and

The above photo shows a 1994 YJ Wrangler with a 3.5” lift nd 
stock shackles mounted in the factory stock location.
The above photo shows a 1994 YJ Wrangler with a 3.5” lift and

Stock Shackle
in front

Shackle
Reversed

Peg and hole construction for easy alignment, just 

Shackle System

TThisThis phophoto is is tthe samehe same YJ witYJ with our Sh our S.R.S.™ insR S ™ installedlled witwith oph optionaltional 
Lubeable Shackles(# LS9040). Notice how the axle is forward 
from the stock location.
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coated, and ready to bolt into existing holes in your 
CJ frame. Spacers are provided for the purpose of 

is unique with this system. You must drill a hole in 

Polyurethane bushings insert into the tubes which 

from each side of the frame rails. This method of 

clearance for off road obstacles. This system will 

or if you have installed the springs over the axles 

vehicles. This system has all of the features as the 

to insert in the frame so you can install the wider 

Wrangler springs typically have a softer spring rate 

and powder coated, all hardware and instructions 
included. Wider U-bolt plates not included.

coating or plating. You save money. 

not included.

coating or plating. 

Jeep® CJ Stubby 
Front Brackets

S.R.S.™ for Jeep® CJs
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S.R.S.™ for Jeep® CJs
M.O.R.E. has come out with another way

are fully welded, powder coated, and 
ready to bolt into existing holes in your 
CJ frame. Spacers are provided for the 
purpose of different winch mounting 

This is important for all the different leaf 

axles. This S.R.S.TM will lift the front of 

welded, painted, and ready to 
bolt into existing holes in your CJ 
frame. Spacers are provided for 
the purpose of different winch 

you want to use our frame plates 

on the frame. This is important 
for all the different leaf spring 

over the axles. This S.R.S.TM will 

are fully assembled and powder 

are retained.
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S.R.S.™ for Jeep® CJs
welded, painted and ready to bolt into existing holes in your CJ frame. 
Spacers are provided for the purpose of different winch mount possibilities 

instructions included.

no powder coating.

instructions with lots of pictures. Peg and hole construction for easy alignment, just 

You weld it and you save money. Peg and hole 
construction for easy alignment, just square up and 

 
 

S.R.S.™ for Jeep® YJ Wrangler 

and no powder coating.  

CJ Stubby Front Brackets



Standard 
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are provided with this system. 

powder coating. 

coating.

powder coating. 

save money. Peg and hole construction for 
easy alignment, just square up and you weld 

S.R.S.™ for Jeep® YJ Wrangler 

YJ Stubby
Front Brackets
Y

clearance with 
Stubby

Stubby
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Shackles/Lubeable

Lubeable Bolts/Bushing Kits

Applications: 
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Shackle Side Plates

Shackles/Lubeable

Zerked Bolts Zerked Protectors

Axle Off-Set Plates

  

 
 

 

Applications: 

Plate.

clear the rear crossmember on full suspension compression, 

crossmember on full suspension compression, or in the front to 



Universal Mounting Tabs

Rod Ends/Tube Ends/Tubing

Several different shape tabs are available for mounting different 

 

weld end so you can pierce holes in the bumper 
and weld it on both sides.

 

                          
                    

lubricating race, and have a alloy steel heat-treated body. They come with a jam nut. Tube Ends weld to steel tubing (also available 
             

Rod Ends
PART # ...................  ................

 ........................  ............................
 .........................  ..............................
 ........................  ............................
 .........................  ..............................

 .......  ...........................
 .........  ..............................

PART #
 .........................

 ...........
............

Jam Nuts
PART #  ...........................

.......................
 .........................

 .................
 .....................
 .......................
 .........................

Tube Ends
PART # ..................................

 .........................
 ............................

 .....................
 .......................
 .......................
 ...........................

 .......
 ..........

T-300

10
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Universal Bushing Assemblies

PART #  ..............  ............  .............
 .....................  .......................  .................
 ...................  ....................  .................
..................  .................  .............

..................  ....................  ...................
 ..................  ....................  ...............

Polyurethane Bushings

DOT Stainless Braided Brake Lines

Transmission Mounts/Polyurethane

PART # ..........................  ....................................
 .....................  ........................
 .....................  ........................
 ......................  ........................
 .....................  .......................

 ......................  .......................

or grease, road grime or salt. They will tighten-up the way your 

Steering Box Skid Plate

Clevite Mount Bushings

Protect your steering box with our  

steel and bolts on for full steering  
box protection.

g
ring box with our 

n for full steering 

Replace your JM600 motor 
mount bushings with these 
Clevite bushings. These are 

control arms. 
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These heavy duty spring hangers are great direct replacement 

under axle, spring over axle or for those of you who want 
to convert

 

Spring Shackle Hangers

replacement. Sold in pairs. Welding required. 
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RockProof™ Flat Bumpers

Hi-Clearance RockProof™ Bumpers
Designed for the serious Jeeper who needs the extra clearance, yet protection. 

fairlead can bolt on the front face of the bumper.

of Flat Bumpersooof™ Flat Bumpers
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RockProof™ JK Bumpers

using a . The front bumper incorporates a winch 
mount, clevis mounts and reuses the OEM fog lights. The rear 

includes a safety latch feature which will secure the door in the 
open position so you will never have a rear swinger hit you while 
you are on un-level ground.

 

14
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“Stubby” RockProof™ Bumpers

“XJ” RockProof™ Bumpers

so the winch fairlead can bolt on the front face of the bumper.

Fits CJ, YJ and TJ rigs.

Designed for the serious Jeeper who needs to protect their XJ out on the trail. We 

front of your XJ while giving it a super strong mount for your winch. This new design 

the front face of the bumper.

“XJ” R kP f™ B

g

RockProof™ Rear Bumpers
rear bumper with tire carrier is made from laser cut 7 gauge steel and formed using a 

Also the tire carrier has safety latch feature which will secure it in the open positions. 
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One Inch Body Lift Kits/
Body Lift Systems

Steering Pillow Block
 

 

 ........................  .................
 ...........................  ......................

 .......................  .............................
 .....................  .............................

 ............................  .............................

 .......................  .............................
 .....................  ......................
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One Inch Body Lift Kits/Body Lift Systems

 .......................  .............................
 .....................  ......................
 .....................  ......................

 ...................  ......................
 ..........................  .............................
 ..........................  .............................

 .......................  .............................
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Body Mounts/Polyurethane

Sports Cage/
Frame Tie In 

urethane. These specially formulated Polyurethane bushings are soft enough to allow 

 .................
 .................
 .................
 .................
 .................
 ..................

Universal Motor Mounts/BombProof™

9706LCABK

3.0 SPGHGR

TJ,XJ Replacement lower control 

welded with cam adjuster horse- 
shoe. Welding required.

fully welded, Can be bolted or welded.

engines. This is for the person who wants to fabricate their own motor mounts into a vehicle that we do 

the person who wants to fabricate their 
own motor mounts into a vehicle that we 

Mounts for. Save time with 

steel, no paint. The same 

JM360
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Motor Mounts/BombProof™ Polyurethane

Jeep® CJ BombProof™ Motor Mounts

punched for existing holes in the frame, however some 
applications require welding. They will offset the engine 

slightly to the drivers side for front driveshaft clearance. You 
must use a transfer case with a passenger side front drive 

to existing holes in the frame and engine and will place 
it in the proper location for you. They will offset the 

centerline correct with the rear differential, so a transfer 
case with a passenger side front drive shaft must be 
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Jeep® YJ Wrangler BombProof™ Motor Mounts

Torsion Rubber Style BombProof™ Motor Mounts

to install.

of using Polyurethane for insulating the chassis from engine vibration, we 

rubber bushing that absorbs vibration better then polyurethane.  

engines. 

engines. 

mounts must be removed from the frame to install these 
mounts. These mounts are indexed to existing holes in the 

to the frame. They are designed to offset the engine to the 

correct with the rear differential, so a transfer case with a 
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Jeep® TJ/LJ Wrangler BombProof™ Motor Mounts

Torsion Rubber Style BombProof™ Motor Mounts

JM603

with these JM700 motor mounts. We have spent countless hours 

designed to off-set the engine slightly to the passengers side of the 
Jeep frame for front drive shaft clearance at the transmis-sion. This 
means that you must use a transfer case with a drivers side front  
drive shaft. 

JM700

of using Polyurethane for insulating the chassis from engine vibration, we 
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Jeep® XJ Cherokee BombProof™ Motor Mounts

mounts. Zinc plated gold.

BombProof™ Block Brackets

Motor Mounts/BombProof™ Polyurethane
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Jeep® CJ Frame Reinforcing Plates

Jeep® YJ Frame Reinforcing Plates

plates Only.

frame plates Only
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Steering Correction Kit for Jeep®  YJ Wranglers
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Steering Box Mount H.D.

Steering Box Braces 

down.

this is a must have item. The best insurance you can install to help 

Wranglers. So if your vehicle is sporting tires larger than 
 

Comes powder coated grey.
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H.D. Tie Rod/Drag Link for CJs

Traction Bar

treated body is plated for durability. They will mount under or 

order basis.

fore and aft, but does not allow the up and down motion that the axle wants to create. Thus, no more spring 

Emergency Brakes CablesYoke for Ford 8.8

allows you to install your XJ or YJ rear drive 
shaft directly to it. 

Use this Universal Tube 

Fire Extinguisher or anything 
you can imagine. Outside 
diameter tubing.

Universal 
Tube Clamp

very rugged and ready for your offroad abuse. Pair.
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Jeep®  YJ Wranglers/Shock Mounts

Jeep®  CJ/Shock Mounts

Universal Shock Mounts

LONG TRAVEL FRONT SHOCK HOOP 

bare steel.

LONG TRAVEL  
REAR BRACKETS 

hole per side and bolt these upper 

LONG TRAVEL SHOCK MOUNT CAGE 

dia. tube hoops, and all the tabs and braces to build 

adapted to several different vehicles. 

SHOCK HOOP KIT 

Designed to be an 
easy install, minor 
inner fender well 
trimming is all that 

design incorporates 
a brace across the 

cylinders. 

UNIVERSAL WELD ON SHOCK MOUNTS 
Designed for axle housing, this 

bolt parallel to the housing. 

UNIVERSAL WELD ON SHOCK MOUNTS

XJ rear axle, but can be 
used in several different 
applications. This style 

degree angle to the housing. 

mounting pin. Sold each.  

JK LIGHT BRACKET

your paint. 
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JK Evap Skid Plate

JKMSP .... Mountain Off Road is 

JK Wrangler. Protect your expensive 

 

JKESP07

current Jeep Wrangler and is designed to protect your electronic 

JK T-Case Skid Plate

 

Easy bolt on install.

JK Front Skid Plate

JK Dual Battery Tray

batteries side by side in 

into existing holes 

comes powder coated 

include wiring or 
batteries.
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Receiver Hitch Hide-A-Step

ARB97 
Mount

ARB Compressor 

A spring operated step that retracts up and out of the way.  
Simply step on it and it comes down for use, remove your 

yet high-volume compressed air source 

most air powered tools as well as fast 

of small, medium and large tires. Air 

Jeep®  TJ/YJ/JK, Ford Super Duty, GM Hide-A-Step 
 

door sill and is easily removable. JK rear door application.

 
will remove easy for when you want to go wheelin.

Rear Door Application..... JKST07R

ARB07 
Mount

Universal ARB Bracket

under your vehicle.   This 

where on any vehicle with 

Tall. The compressor is 

compressor under your 

factory location for easy 

Wranglers to current.

twin air compressor under 
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Axle Mounting Hardware

chances are that you could be. We 
have found the answer, and it is a 

axle assembly from a Explorer is 
super heavy duty, and is very simple 

LEAF SPRING MOUNTS

for YJ front housings.

WHEEL SPACERS FOR 8.8 SWAP

sold in prs.

Jeep® XJ/TJ/YJ 8.8 Rear Axle Upgrade Kit

Jeep®  JK Oil Pan/Tranmission Skid Plate

Learn more about performance steering parts we have.

https://www.carid.com/performance-steering-parts.html
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